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*

*

natural white

4000 K

82 lm/W

Ra ≥ 80

Colour appearance

Colour temperature

Luminous efficiency

CRI

BLADE-IN
Domus Line

design

Recessed aluminium LED profile

Materials:
aluminium, polycarbonate
Finishes:
aluminium, black matt 
Light source:
UHE LED module (280 LED/m)
Wiring:
2000mm
Application type:
wardrobes, kitchen larder
Installation:
recessed

* values referring to BLADE-IN UHE 1000mm

BLADE-IN is a profile of only 9.5mm thick, characterised by an asymmetrical light projection, obtained 
with a “groove” configuration that shields the screen to cancel out the glare effect. Designed for 
recessed installation, the profile has a unique shape that hides the irregular edges of the groove 
(mouse-bite). It is available in UHE version (280 LED/m) and it is suggested for installation on the 
sides of wardrobes and kitchen tall units.
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BLADE-IN UHE HI DX

BLADE-IN

24Vdc

N

N

BLADE-IN UHE HI SX

24Vdc

N

N

For power supplies and accessories 
browse the Domus Extra catalogue.

Code Model Watt & Volt

*on request UHE (280 LED/m) 10W/m @ 24Vdc

LED CONVERTER NOT INCLUDED. TO BE ORDERED SEPARATELY.

without sensor

This drawing shows the profile's 
overall dimensions.   
See installation manual for more 
details.

* Codes will be provided according to the length requested.

Code Finish

05 aluminium 

32 black matt

Code Light colour

N natural white 

B warm white

FINISHES

ALUMINIUM (code 05) BLACK MATT (code 32)

BLADE-IN HI is designed for recessed 
installation in a blind or through milled groove 
which is 20mm wide and 9,5mm deep.

BLADE-IN HI's unique shape hides the irregular 
edges of the groove (mouse-bite).

Code Model Watt & Volt

*on request UHE (280 LED/m) 10W/m @ 24Vdc

LED CONVERTER NOT INCLUDED. TO BE ORDERED SEPARATELY.

without sensor

This drawing shows the profile's 
overall dimensions.   
See installation manual for more 
details.

* Codes will be provided according to the length requested.

Code Finish

05 aluminium 

32 black matt

Code Light colour

N natural white 

B warm white

BLADE-IN UHE HI DX
Configured for vertical installation inside the 
closet on the right side, with upper power 
cord output. Light projection towards the 
inside of the cabinet.

BLADE-IN UHE HI SX
Configured for vertical installation inside 
the closet on the left side, with upper power 
cord output. Light projection towards the 
inside of the cabinet.


